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ety of approaches have been attempted in the past,
each with its own set of limitations (reviewed by
Furnas 1990). Recently, an approach based on the
concept of the cell cycle has been developed (McDuff
& Chisholm 1982, Carpenter & Chang 1988). This
method is based on the fact that phytoplankton are
Unicellular organisms and that the completion of each
round of the cell cycle results in population growth.
The growth rate can then be estimated by monitoring
the lemporal changes in the percentage of the cells
that traverse a phase of the cell cycle leading to mito
sis This method does not require incubation and is free
from potential bottle effects (Carpenter & Chang 1988).
Furthermore, cell loss due to grazing (Chang & Dam
1993). import or export, or death (when it is not cell
cycle dependent) does not significantly affect growth
rate estimation Therefore, comparison of this growth
rate estimate, a gross growth rate, with net growth rate
obtained with cell counts will allow one to estimate
rates of cell loss (e.g. van B1eilswiJk & Veldhuis 1995)
In addition, the accuracy of the cell cycle method is
presumed not to be affected by varying growth condi
tions.

The first growth rate model of this type (McDuff &

Chisholm 1982) was based on the measurement of
frequency of dividing cells in the population (Swift &

Durbin 1972, Swift et al. 1976)

ABSTRACT: The cell cycle approach has several advantages
over other methods for estimating phytoplankton SpeClE'S
specific growth rates In situ. This method has been success
fully used in field studies in which the S-G2-M phase was used
as a terminal event In the growth rate equation. Recently, the
method has been modified, and c 11 cycle proteins have been
substituted as the terminal event markel. Unfortunately, many
of these markers represent cell cycle phases other than a ter
minal e ent. WhetilPr such a non-Ierminal event can be used
in the cell cycle method wrll have a great impact on the extent
of the application of thIs method. Our numerical analysis in
thJS report showed thill, With the original growth equation. use
of a non-terminal eVf'nt would overestImate the growth rate
in most cases The magnitude of the ovcrcstlInation inneas'd
with the time interval between the non-terminal event dnd cell
diviSIOn as well as with growth rate. However, by solving an
equatIOn derived from existing ones, we were able to elimi
nate the overestimation. To test the validity of this approach,
we simulated 33 populations with diffl'rent growth rates,
levels of synchrony, ratios of the duration of the G2-M phase to
that of the S phase, and shdpes of the S phase fraction curve
Estimates obtained with the S phase using the new equation
were very close to those obtained with the terminal event
(the S-G2-M phase) and to true growth rates, with an average
underestimatIOn of about 5 % for the 24 rudimentary sImula
tion Celses. We conclude that, with the elld of thIS newly derived
equation, a non-terminal event could perform as well as a
terminal event in estimating growth rates Using this approach
for field investigation will only require accurately estimatrng
the duration of the non-terminal event dnd the time interval
between the non-termllldl event and cell division.

KEY WORDS: Growth rate Cell cycle approach Non-
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While information on species-specific growlh rates
of marine phytoplankton is very important for under
standing the dynamics of marine phytoplankton popu
lations and communities, such information is relatively
limited due to the difficulty in measuring rates A vari-
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where J1 is growlh rate (d- I ); n is the number of
samples collected wilhin a day; Td is the duration of
the cell division; and f, is the fraction of cells under
going cell division in the ith sample.

A limitation of this model is that the duration of cell
division is usually short and that it is often difficult to
monitor the frequency of dividing cells with reason-
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Replacing cell division phase with the S phase for
Eq (1) yields

Mathematical verification of this equation and the
potential error due to the assumption used above are
presented in ppendix 1. Using a numerical approach,
the true growth rate jJ can be solved from this equa
tion, prOVided that the averaged S-phase fraction ((<,J,

the duration of the S phase (Ts ), and the time interval
between the S phase and cell division [i.e. duration of
G2-1 1 phase; TCL II are known In order to test the
validity of this con eptual model, we used known Ts
and T(.2\1 tbat were set for simulating the populations

(3)

(4)

(6)

(Sa)

(Sb)

1
P = --In(1 + [G~\l)

TC;2. I

1
P = In(l + fs ' [C2\1)

Ts + TG2.\1 .

Transforming Eqs. (3) & (4) gives

1
Ps = -In(l + [,)Ts .

Eqs. (Sa) & (5b) were used to evaluate the sign and
magnitude of errors inherent in the use of the S phase
in the growth rate estimation.

For a partially synchronous population as commonly
encountered in laboratory cultures or fIeld samples,
simplification was made by assuming that this popula
tion was equivalent to an asynchronoLls population
with is and fG2 \1 equaling the means of their fluctuating
values in the partially synchronous population Thus,
Eqs. (Sa) & ( b) were still valid with f", becoming Its
mean, or 7~. Rearranging these 2 equations yields:

HO\vever, PC may be detectable only in the S phase
under other growth conditions or in other spe les
(Celis & Celis 1985, Sasaki et al. 1994, in 1995).
Before the cell cycle proteins can be widely used for
estimating growth rates, it is necessary to address
whether the S-phase or another non-terminal event
can be used for the existing equations without creating
significant errors

In this report, we used the established growth rate
equations to assess the nature and magnitude of the
error inherent in the use of a non-terminal event such
as the S phase. We also developed a method to elimi
nate this inherent error Computer-simulated popula
tions were used to test the validity of the non-terminal
event approach.

Materials and methods. Equations: Based on the
notion of a terminal e ent, the growth rate for an asyn
chronous population can be calculated as follows:

able sampling frequency. This drawback was over
come by using an expanded terminal ev nt consisting
of S (DNA replication), G2 (the interval from S-phase
to mitosis), and M phase (mitosis) in place of cell
division phase (Carpenter & Chang 1988) The termi
nal vent is a segment of the cell cycle which starts
an, where in the cell cycle and ends with cell division
and production of daughter cells [ 'litchison 1971).
Based on a terminal event, the S-G2-M phase, the
growth rate equation becomes:

1 Il

P = L In(l + ['('I + f,1(;!\I)) (2)
n(Ts + TG2~1) H

where Ts and TC2\1 are the durations of the S and the
G2-M phases, respectively, while [11'1 and [IIG2~11 are the
fractions of cells residing in the Sand G2-M phases,
respectively. This terminal event was discriminated
using cell cycle analysis via D A quantification (Car
penter & Chang 1988). Later, the terminal event
method was further modified for estimdting low
growth rates in oligotrophic areas (Va ulot 1992) The
D quantification method has been used with suc
cess to estimate growth rates of phytoplankton cultures
and natural populations (e.g. Anita et al. 1990, Chang
& Carpenter 1991, 1994, Yamaguchi 1992, Vaulot et al.
1995).

More recently, taking advantage of rapid advances
in understanding biochemical control of the cell cycle
(e.g Murray & Hunt 1993), '.'. (' conducted research
aimed at using immunofluorescence of cell cycle
related proteins to identih- diff(~rent cell cycle phases
for phytoplankton. Such d technique, in comparison to
the D A quantification method, would be simpler in
equipment reqUirement and less time consuming in
demarcating a segment of the cell cycle to be used to
estimate growth rate. To date, homologs of 3 cell cycle
related proteins, proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PC A; Lin et al. 1994), p34cdc2 (John et al. 1989,
Rodriguez et al. 1993, van Dolah et al. 1995, Lin et al.
1996), and cyclin B (Lin et al. 1996), have been identi
fied for phytoplankton. More cell cycle proteins and
other biochemical markers may be identifIed in phyto
plankton in the near future. In addition, an immuno
fluorescence technique with which to visualize the cell
cycle proteins has been established recently (Lin &

Carpenter 1996). The potential USl't ulness of these cell
cycle markers for growth rate e~1 imdtion, however, will
depend on how close to cell division tl11'Ir correspond
ing cell cycle phases are peNA, for example, was
found to be present in the S-G2-early M phase in some
cultures of the marine phytoplan kter DunalielJa terti
oleeta (Lin et al. 1995) In thes cases, the P NA-phase
was close to a terminal event. When it was applied to
Eq (1) in place of the c II di i ion phas ,a reasonable
gro\ th rate estimate was obtained (Lin et al. 1995).
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(see below). The value of 7~ WdS obtained also from the
simulated populations in this report In reality, where
the time interval between 2 consecutive samples is not
constant, 7s should be calculated as time-weighted
average In our computation, tentative values of 11 were
given starting from 0693 (1 doubling d- 1

) and stepping
up or down by 0.00001 for each iteration The tentative
value was recognized as a true growth rate when it
gave the left-hand side of Eq. (6) a value between
-000001 and 000001.

Population simulation: Populations with different
growth rates were simulated to test the trends pre
dicted by the equations shown above Simulated popu
lations were constructed following a previously pub
lished approach (Chang & Carpenter 1990) In the
24 rudimentary cases the ratio of TC2~1 to T s was varied
betw en 016 to 135 with a fixed total duration,
Ts+Tc,2, I. equaling 14.5 h. ariation of T~ was intended
to represent a selection of different phases in the cell
cycle as a quasi-terminal e nt. In simulation, growth
rates were varied from 0.25 to 0.91 d 1 by chanqing pa
rameter A of the model described in Chang & Carpen
ter (1990). To test whether different levels of synchrony
of the population ,vould affect the outcome of the esti
mation, 3 additional rudimentary populations were con
structed with similar growth rates (0.685 to 0692 d I)

but different synchrony levels Another 6 populations
were simulated with a left-skewed, right-skewed, and a
doubled peak S phase (Chang & Carpenter 1990). Two
sets of Ts and T(,~"I were used for the 3 cases: T~ = 2 h,
Te;:!\\ ;= 12.5 h, and T, = 7 h, T{;2~1 ;= 75 h. In all cases,
phase fractions (i.e. fraction of cells that were residing
in a certain phase) for the S, G2, and M phases were
collected every 2 h for a 24 h period, when the popula
tions were stable at the end of the simulation period

Computation of growth rates: True growth rates for
the simulated populations \\cre produced at the end of
the simulation; they were calculated from cell num
bers, 11 ;= (InN:! - InNil/(t2 - til, where N2 and N 1 \ ere
cell concentrations at times 1:: dnd t1, respectively. Esti
mates of the growth rates were obtained using 2-hourly
phase fractions and known phase durations. The S
phase was applied to Eq. (1) whereas the terminal
event S-G2-M phase was applied to Eq (21, to produce
growth rate estimates (11<; and I1S('2~1' respectively)
rvleanwhile, the mean of the 13 S-phase fractions for
each population (7,,) was computed and applied, with
T(.l~1 and Ts, to Eq (6) to obtain another estimate (11<;")

Results. Combining Eqs (5a) & (5b) gave a new
equation indicating that 11" is always greater than 11

This d .monstrated that U5e of the S phase as il quasi
terminal event would alwctys overestimate the true
growth rates that are obtainable using a strict terminal
event. The equation also indicated that the overesti
mation increased when the true growth rate or T(;2~1

increased (Fig. 1). The maximum potential error, corre
sponding to growth rates from 0.25 to 091 d- 1

, and
T(;~~I from a to 70 h, rang d between a and 90 'X,

In the 24 rudimentary cases of simulation, 4 partially
synchronous populations were constructed for each
growth rate, with different durations for each cell cycle'
phase. The time serial profiles of phase fractions varied
among the 4 populations (Fig. 2). In cases where
growth rate was smaller than 0.25 d- I, or when the ratio
of TG2 \1 to Ts WilS smaller than 021 with growth rates
lower than 089 d- 1

, use of the S phase directly with the
original equation, Eq (1), produced estimates clos ' to
true growth rates (Fig. 3A, Table 1). However, over
estimation of growth rates was apparent in other cases
(Fig. 3A). The results confirmed that the overestima
tion was greater for higher growth rates or higher
ratios of hnl to Ts (Fig. 3A, Table 1) In addition, the
overestimation was aggravated by low synchrony of
the population (Fig. 4). The overestimation contrasted
with the slight underestimation occurring when a ter
minal event, the S-G2-M phase, was used [Fig 3C).

Use of Eq (6) eliminated the overestimation in all the
24 populations with a ratio of To ;2\1 to Ts ranging from
021 to 135 (Fig 3B). In fact, all estimates after this
adjustment with Eq (6) shifted from overestimation to
underestimation The magnitude of the underestima
tion appeared to increase slightly with the broad
increase in the ratio of TCl'l to Ts. Nevertheless, the
absolute values of errors in the estimates were reduced
significantly, from original 1404"-\, ± 1603'Y" to 5.29'1.,
± 1.65°;', This error was not significantly different
from the error occurnng when the terminal event, the
S-G2-M phase, was used (Table 1).

Even with an unfavorable ratio of TG2~1 to T s (6.25),
variability of the synchrony level did not seem to cause
significant differences in the accuracy of growth rate
·'stimation using Eq (6), although the higher synchrony
Ie el tended to slightly worsen the underestimation
(Fig 4). Over all the:1 different synchrony levels, original
overestimation was eliminated and reasonable growth
rate estimates were achieved In contrast, in the 6 special
cases with right-skewed, left-skewed, and doubled peak
S phase, growth rate estimates were severely overesti
mated (Fig. SA). Such overestimation cannot be reduced
to a satisfactory level using Eq (6) (Fig. 5B).

Discussion. The major source of the overestimation
associated with the use of a non-terminal event, such
as the S phase, is probably that the completion of such
a phase is not immediately followed by cell division.
Rather, a time interval exists between the completion
of this phase and cell division. After the non-tf'rminal
event, theretore, the total cell number used to calculate
the phase fraction does not increase as it would when a
terminal event is used. Hence, the phase fractions
would generally be overestimated Consequently, the
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Table 1. Results of growth rate estilllation jJ~ is the growth rille estimated usmg
the S phase; p," IS the adjusted !l,; /1<;(;!\1 is the growth rilte estimat d using
th terlllinal e lent. Ihe S-G2-. I phdse. Error 1. Error 2, and Error 3 are the errors

d,socldteu with /'s, Ilsd
, and IlSG2~1' respectively

021
1.07
625

1350
0.21
1.07
6.25

13.50
021
107
625

U50
021
107
0.25

13.50
0.21
1.07
6.25

13.50
021
1 07
6.25

t3.50

Ratio of
T"l\1 to T,

overestimation was aggravated by elongation of TC2~1'

The G2 phase is 1 of the 2 control points of the cell
c de; its duration aries with growth conditions such
as temperature and nutrient availability (Olson et al.
1986). Therefore, the error in the growth rdt~ estimates
caused by applying a non-terminal event preceding
the G2 phase to the original growth rate model may
var with growth conditions

Fortunately, with the aid of Eq (6), the overestima
tion associated with the u e of a non-terminal event
such as the S phase can be eliminated This elimination
was achieved for all rudimentary simulated popula
tions examined with widely different ratios of Tc-z, 1 to
T.". The usability of this equation for diffenng ratios of
Tc;·.!~1 to Ts suggests that different non-terminal events,
virtually any section of the cell cycle, can be used for
growth rate estimation When TG2~1 is 0, Eq. (6) shows
that /l equals /ls, thus reducing this method to the orig
inal terminal event-based equation Eq. (2). This flexi
bility in the selection of a cell cyclE' event will facilitate
growth rate estimation With advances in cell cycle
studies more cell cycle markers, IOcluding cell cycle
proteins, will be identified One will have greater abil
ity to select a cell cycle rna rker that is easy to detect
For example, PCN IS a highly conserved protein and

is likel l to occur in all phytoplankton
(Lin et al. 1994, Lin 1995). It is thus a
promising cell cycle marker for phyto
plankton growth rate estImatIOn. In
some cell types, PC has been found
to be restricted to the S phase (Celis &

Celi.s 1985, Sasaki et al. 1994) and
hence is not a marker of a terminal
event The same was suggested for
some cultures of phytoplankton where
the use of PC immunofluorescence
for previous growth rate equations
overestimated growth rates (Un 1995)
However, the present numerical
analysis suggests that with the aid of
Eq (6) the P method can now be
used without 0 erestimation

The consequ nt underestimation of
growth rat~s was probably attributable
to the derivation of Eq. (6), including the
assumption regarding the equivalence
of a partially synchronous to an asyn
chronous population. Since Ia/ is never
°for a partially synchronous population,
there alway. exists an error (see p
pendix 1). This can explain why the
error i.n the growth rate is somewhat
higher for populations of medium and
high synchrony than populations of low
synchrony (Fig 4) However, although
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Fig. 1. Relationship between ove[(~stimation of growth rates
associated with use of the S l-'hdse dnd the duration of the G2
M phase, T(;l~l. The true growth rates (Ill were acquired as a
re. ult of population sImulation (see Tabl!>. 1), whf'reds thp
growth ratc estimated \Ising the S phase (Ils) was computer!
using Eqs. (5a) & (5b). The duration of the S phase IT,) was
varied from 12,7, to 2 h Each curve was drawn to the possible
maximum TG1 t under its correspondmg growth rate [i.e. T, +

TL;2~1 = 24 x (0.693//1)1
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fig. 2 Typical time serial profIles of phase frdctlOns for
populations with different phase durations. Growth rate \-vas
o55 d~l for al1 4 populations. (A) T, " 12 h, T(,! = 2 h; Tq =
05 h. (81 T, =7 h; T(.~=7 h, T\l = 0.5 h Ie) T,= 2 h; T,.~" 12 h;

J~\l =0.5 h (DI T, =1 h, Tk " 13 h, f\!" 0.5 h

not mathematically obvious, this error is normally small
in real estimation. As shown in Table 1, the average error
for the 24 rudimentary cases was about 5 '~'" which was
comparable to the error mising from the terminal event
(S~G2~Mphase) approach

Similar to the case of using the terminal event. S-G2
M, growth rate estimates obtained with the non
terminal event were very different from true growth
rates when the population had a left~skew(-(1. riqht
skewed, or doubled peak S~phase fraction curve. [ven
with Eq. (6) the drastic overestimation, albeit reduced
to some extent. cannot be eliminated. The overestima
tion inherent in the left-skewed and right~skewedpop-

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

00 "'----------.....
0.0 02 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 1.2

True fJ

FIg. 3. Relationship between estimated and true growth rates
for 24 simulated rudlm ntary populations. (AI The S phase
was applied as a guasl~terminal event to Eg. 11) to produce
growth rate estimates. (B) Mean S~phase traction 0:') along
with known Ts and TC;2~1 was applied to 'g. 16) to produce
growth rate estimates. (e) The S-G2-M phase was used as a
terminal event and applied to Eq. (2) to produce estImates
Symbols (t.) Ts = 13 h, T(:2~1 '" 15; (0) T, =7 h, T(.2~! =7.5 h;

IV) T, = 2 h, T(;~"I '" 12.5 h; (0) T, '" 1 h, T(,!\l" 13.5 h

ulations is because in these cases, the assumption for
the cell cycle method that the phase fraction curves are
symmetrical about its mode or bell~shapedwas not ful
filled (Carpenter & Chang 1988) The error in the case
of double~peak S phase derives from the violation of the
assumption that a phase fraction has only a single max
imum over the sampling period (Carpenter & Chang
1988). This suggests that the assumptions for the termi
nal-event~based cell c cle approach also need to be
met for the non-terminal~event-based cell cycle
method. Fortunately. the 3 cases of S~phase style are
not common; in natural phytoplankton populations the
bell-shaped S-phase fraction is dominant, which can be
seen from previous investigation (e.g. Chang & Car~

penter 1991, Vaulot et al. 1995)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of relative errors in growth rate estimates
between the rudimentary and 6 special cases X-axIs labels
Ru = rudimentary; LS =left-skew'ed peak of t.he S phase; R =
right-skewed peak of the S phdse; DP =doubled peak of the S
phase, (A) Estimates were made using Eq. (I). (B) Estimates
made using 'q, (6). Dots and squares represent populations
with T; =7 h. 7(,_, =7,5 hand T, == 2 h, 7(,2'1 == 12.5 h respec
tively, (Cl Time serial profiles of phdse fractions correspond-

ing to the 4 cases

Second, the between-researcher variation in esti
mating phase fractions should be minimized The vari
ation may be rather considerable when an immuno
fluorescence technique is used to oetect the marker of
the non-terminal event, and when the scoring of the
staining is performed manually This variability may
be minimized by strictly following a well-established
immunostaining and scoring protocol. The magnitude
of the resultant error in growth rate estimates warrants
furthu testing with laboratory cultures
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Fie). 4. ffect of population synchrony on the error of growth
rate estimates. Upper pan I: Overestimation inherent in the
u e of the S phase for Eq. (1) decreased when synchrony in
cr .dsed. [n contrast, underestimation inherent in the use ot
Eq. (6) IDcreased slightly with the level at synchron,' Lower
panel: Time serial profiles at the cell cycle phase fractions cor
responding to 3 different synchrony levels. From left to riyht
nrc low ynchroni', medium synchrony, and high synchrony

Successful application of this non-terminal event ap
proach will depend on 2 major factors First, the dura
tion of the non-terminal event and the time interval be
tween the non-terminal event and cell division have to
be known With DN. quantification and the cell cycle
analysis technique (Carpenter & Chang 1988) the dura
tion of each phase can be estimated in situ with reason
able accuracy. In the non-terminal event approach the
duration cannot be obtained in the same way Recently
we adapted a graphic method (Takahashi 1966), deriv
ing the duration from the time interval between the 2
median points of the 2 slopes of the phase fraction curve
(Un et al 1995, Un & Carpenter 1995) Using this
method, the duration of the non-terminal event Cdn be
obtained Similarly, the duration of the tv! phase can be
obtained by staining the nucleus with 4', 6-diamidino
2-phenylindole (DAPI). examining double-nucleated
c lIs, and constructing an tv!-phase fraction curve The
interval between the non-terminal event and the M
phase can then be calculated, However. the grillJhic
method may overestimate the duration especially when
the s nchrony of cell cycle progression is low, although
most populations adapted to natural light dark cycles
appeared to be fairly synchronous (Chisholm 1981)
The applicability of this graphic method needs to be
tested, and a different way mav be de irable and is un
der stud " in our la boratory
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Appendix 1. VenficatlOn of Eq (6)

On the one hand, by using the Taylor expansIOn, I:q. (6) can be transformed to

1 + III T, + Tc;2\1) + [~i( T" + T(;2~d 1
2 - [1 + ~JTc;", 1 + (/IT('L,d"1 {,

which can be reduced to:

289

(AI)

On the other hand, for d partlall\' synchronous populatIon Eqs. (3), (4) & (5a) are dll valid for a growth rate tdken at a lime pOInt
or lor the Ith sample (McDuff & ChIsholm 1982). Performing Taylor expansIOn for the right-hand side terms ot Eq (5a) yields:

1 + II,(T" + Tc."\il + Ip,(Ts + T<.....,dJ 2 -11 + 1/,Tc02~1 + (P,T"2,tl 2
j = f"

which can be reduced to:

By summmg up all n samples for each term of the equation over a samphng penod and taking the average (l\lcDufi &
Chisholm 1982), we have

or

(A2)

Assuming a, is the difference between p, and ~J, Ie.
"p+a" where La,

1=1

o
Eg. (A2) can be re-arranged to the following:

( " l[ ,If, JpT,+ Ts-+2TsTG"~1 W I-L,d,-
n, I

IA3)

1 n ,

Eqs. (A3) and (Al) are formally the same, with the former having an extra term, - La,·, For an asynchronous population
n '.d

where this term equals 0, both quations are exactly the same. For a partially synchronous population the ditlerence between
Eq. (A 1) dnd Eq. (A3) incredses with the level of synchrony. For populations with phase fraction curves of bell-shape dS
encountered most frequently in nature, the value of this extra term should be relatively small.
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